
 

Guiding the Reading:  Pine Forest Animals Stories are Fun 

The stories and  poems celebrating nature topics guide and support all learners on their 

journeys toward literacy competence.   

The Guided Reading strategy  provides the core of a literacy program.  It is the time during each 

day when we actually explicitly and thoughtfully teach students the strategies that effective 

readers use to understand and make meaning from text.  We teach our young readers to make 

connections, form questions, make predictions, determine what is important, and make 

inferences.  We guide them through the applications of these strategies in texts that are at their 

instructional levels of difficulty.  This means that, with an effective, caring educator, a comfort 

zone for the learner is created.  When the book chosen for the lesson sequence is not too hard, 

not too easy, but just right, a young reader will take risks to learn new information and 

experience the joy of success.   

There is no one right format to teach the guided reading lesson, but most  readers at the 

beginning stages benefit from a logical framework that helps move them into and through the 

text.  The resource book identifies each text’s relevant bits of information which you might use 

for the basic steps of the lesson. Our intent is to provide opportunities for students to engage in 

environmental learning, and stewardship within and beyond the classroom walls. I use the 

stories about animals to  provide springboards for educators to present students with 

opportunities to experience and investigate pathways to becoming ecologically literate. 

Together we can build a sustainable future for humans and ecosystems.  

 The Strong Readers series embraces an integrated curriculum approach where the learner 

makes connections within and across the disciplines.  As educators, we want learning 

opportunities to be full of the wonder of life. It is our intention that the story lines and the titles 

celebrate and honor this simple fact:  everything in nature is connected. 

We hope you will find the resources engaging, visually pleasing, grounded in evidence- based 

research, and respectful of indigenous ways of knowing.  Just like the animals of Pine Forest, we 

are grateful to paddle together in the canoe on our life long journey of learning.  

 



Friendly Reading: (Students read familiar text “softly” for around five minutes.) 
Independent reading of the texts that have been used in the recent guided reading sessions offers the 
opportunity to increase the amount of “on task reading time”.  The children gain confidence when the 
texts are “just right” This is an excellent time to observe how the student apply strategies and word work 
so that the reading passage makes sense.  

 Sharing the lesson intention/ purpose for  the lesson 
Use student friendly language to clearly state what the learning would look like if we all worked together 
during the lesson sequence. 
 
 A reading comprehension strategy focus or a specific area that early readers need to really nail down 
(see list of concepts of print for example) 

Setting the scene, making connections and building background knowledge  
Students and educators engage in lively conversation about the book and related topics. We encourage 
our readers to talk about their own experiences. Tell the students that making connections helps the 
reader, because this activity is vital to building new knowledge. Guide the student through a picture walk 
so that the reader is prepared for what the author has to offer. 
Scaffolding for the educators’ planning 
See the back cover of the book.has a student friendly introduction blurb that sets the scene and engages 
students in making predictions. Visual applications, text features 

Supporting readers by thoughtfully teaching word work and text features before the read 
This is the time to teach specific decoding strategies and introducing new vocabulary that the student will 
encounter during the read.  This helps build confidence and sustains engagement with the text. 
Scaffolding for the educators’ planning 
See: punctuation, phonemic awareness, visual application, new content vocabulary 

Supporting the students during the reading of the text 
This part of the lesson is where the eyeballs hit the print and the mind starts making meaning. (It is all 
about applying what we have explicitly taught our students.) After students have read independently, the 
group returns to the text. Now students are guided in metacognition so their problem solving strategies 
become clear to them. Re-reading, rehearsing chunks of the read and choral reading might be used here. 
Scaffolding for the educators’ planning 
Reading comprehension strategy, concepts of print, review of lesson intention 

Responding to the text and guided practice after the read 
Asking the student to responses to the text gives you information about the success of the lesson.  We 
always provide multiple ways for students to show what they know. 
Scaffolding the educators’ planning 
Talking Together found at the back of the book, Question one: Detail, Question Two: Text feature: 
Question three and four: critical thinking and making inferences about characters, the big idea etc. 
Suggested black line masters, cultural connections 

 
 



 

 

  


